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Abstract: A technique is described for generating large well diffracting crystals from conditions
that yield microcrystals. Crystallization using this technique is both rapid (crystals appear in <1 h)
and robust (48 out of 48 co-crystallized with a fragment library, compared with 26 out of 48 using
conventional hanging drop). Agarose gel is used to exclude nucleation inducing elements from the
remaining crystallization cocktail. The chemicals in the crystallization cocktail are partitioned into
high concentration components (presumed to induce aggregation by reducing water activity) and
low concentration nucleation agents (presumed to induce nucleation through direct interaction).
The nucleation agents are then combined with 2% agarose gel and deposited on the crystallization
shelf of a conventional vapor diffusion plate. The remaining components are mixed with the protein
and placed in contact with the agarose drop. This technique yielded well diffracting crystals of
lysozyme, cubic insulin, proteinase k, and ferritin (ferritin crystals diffracted to 1.43 Å). The crystals
grew rapidly, reaching large size in less than one hour (maximum size was achieved in 1–12 h).
This technique is not suitable for poorly expressing proteins because small protein volumes diffuse
out of the agarose gel too quickly. However, it is a useful technique for situations where crystals must
grow rapidly (such as educational applications and preparation of beamline test specimens) and in
situations where crystals must grow robustly (such as co-crystallization with a fragment library).

Keywords: drug discovery; education; crystallization; crystallography; nucleation; micro-crystals;
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1. Introduction

It is convenient to have a robust crystallization protocol that yields high quality protein crystals
even when the mother liquor is perturbed, for example by addition of chemicals from a fragment
library [1,2]. Robust and rapid crystallization is also useful for applications such as to trouble-shooting
diffraction equipment or in-classroom demonstrations. Here, we present a general technique for
reliably and rapidly growing protein crystals by identifying elements that induce nucleation [3] and
excluding these chemicals from the remaining crystallization solution by sequestering them in agarose
gel [4]. This technique combines a vapor-diffusion approach to crystal growth [5] with a free-diffusion
approach to nucleation [6]. A conventional vapor diffusion plate is used [7]. First, a pellet of gelled
nucleation inducing chemicals is deposited on the crystallization shelf. Second, the solution of protein
and precipitant is placed in contact with the pellet composed of gelled nucleation inducing chemicals.
The reservoir contains the complete crystallization cocktail. If re-sealable crystallization plates are
used (we used EasyXtal® 15-well crystallization plate from Qiagen), the gelled nucleation-inducing
chemicals can be pre-deposited on the crystallization shelf so that crystal growth is initiated in one step
by pipetting the stored solution of protein and precipitant into contact with the agarose. An added
benefit is that hazardous nucleation-inducing chemicals are safer to handle when they are pre-applied
as a gel to the crystallization shelf in a controlled laboratory environment (in contrast, precipitants
frequently present few hazards if handled outside of the laboratory).

The protein experiences a concentration ratio for the gel sequestered nucleant that begins at 0 and
terminates at 1 (where unity is the concentration in the reservoir). In contrast, the concentration of
the precipitant varies by a smaller amount, from 1

2 to 1 (again as a ratio of the concentration in the
reservoir). A similar methodology was introduced when agar was first proposed as a crystallization
facilitator [8], with the difference that all components were embedded in the agar matrix [9], and similar
techniques continue to be used to simulate the advantages of growing crystals in microgravity [10].
In contrast, our goal is to introduce large concentration changes for nucleants, and more gradual
concentration changes for precipitants. A comparable change in concentration can be induced in other
ways, for example using button dialysis [11] and free diffusion methods [12]. The 4-corner method
increases the likelihood of crystallization success by sampling four discreet concentrations of each
precipitant [13]. One advantage of inducing large changes in concentration is that crystallization
often becomes more robust. For example, co-crystallization in the presence of chemical libraries
(such as fragment libraries) often perturbs conditions such that either no crystals are formed, or a
shower of micro crystals are formed [14]. In contrast, inducing crystallization using a large precipitant
gradient is often highly crystallogenic, and hence likely to robustly produce well diffracting crystals
even when perturbed by chemical biology experiments. Robust conditions for co-crystallization are
particularly valuable for drug discovery projects, where co-crystallization with chemicals of interest is
often preferred over soaking because soaking can either take too much time [15] or can induce artificial
artifacts [16].

2. Materials and Methods

We developed nucleant segregation strategies to crystallize four model proteins. Briefly,
the crystallization cocktail is partitioned into two parts, and the nucleation component is segregated
(using 2% agarose) from the protein and remaining chemicals (Figure 1). Our first model protein
was lysozyme, chosen because of the affordability and predictability that make it an unsurprising
test sample in many development projects. For many of the same reasons our second model protein
was proteinase K. Our third model protein was cubic insulin, to test the compatibility of nucleant
segregation techniques with established protocols for button dialysis. Our final target for crystallization
by exclusion of nucleating agents was ferritin. Because of its importance in general understanding
of biological function, as well as its relevance to disease processes, ferritin is intensively studied
by structural methods. However, ferritin is difficult to crystallize, which has slowed progress in
structure-based understanding of its function and role in disease. Nucleant segregation offers a novel
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strategy for growing ferritin crystals. Our process induces the formation of small ferritin protein
crystals in under one hour. Large and well diffracting ferritin crystals are obtained overnight. Using
conventional techniques, comparable quality crystals require extended growth times (crystals may
form more rapidly using techniques such as external magnetic fields; [17]).
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Figure 1. Crystallization using gel exclusion. (A) The gel exclusion setup that was used to crystallize
test proteins (the shape of the agarose pellet shown was particularly important for ferritin). (B) Example
of a ferritin crystal grown by gel exclusion (these crystals diffracted to ~1.5 Å resolution).

A faster crystallization protocol would be advantageous, for example for high throughput drug
discovery projects (which require rapid crystal growth to screen large numbers of drug candidates).
Fast and robust crystal growth can also be advantageous to basic science projects (for example, protein
crystallization can be perturbed to generate insights into dynamic behavior).

2.1. Lysozyme

Agarose (2% w/v) was heated to 100 ◦C and combined with 0.4 M benzamidine hydrochloride,
4% sodium chloride, 100 mmol/L sodium acetate (pH 4.6), 10% glycerol, and 5% ethylene glycol. In the
case of lysozyme, the entire crystallization cocktail was included in the nucleation pellet, as explained
in Section 2.5. A 20 µL pellet of gelled nucleation solution was deposited on each cover slip and
allowed to cool (Figure 1A). Lysozyme powder (Sigma L6876, Sigma Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA)
was dissolved (30 mg/mL in 100 mmol/L sodium acetate pH 4.6) and placed adjacent to the agarose
pellet. Control crystals were grown in a similar way, with the difference that no agarose was added,
such that the nucleating solution was added in the liquid state.

2.2. Proteinase K

Agarose (2% w/v) at 100 ◦C was combined with 0.8 M sodium nitrate. A 20 µL pellet of this
gel was deposited on each cover slip and allowed to cool. Proteinase K powder (Sigma P2308) was
dissolved (30 mg/mL 0.1 M BisTris pH 6.5 and 0.08 M CaCl2) and placed adjacent to the agarose pellet.
Similar to the growth of Lysozyme control crystals, proteinase K control crystals were grown with no
agarose and the addition of nucleating solution was in the liquid state.

2.3. Cubic Insulin

Gelled nucleating solution (2% w/v agarose) at 100 ◦C was combined with 0.25 mol/L sodium
phosphate pH 9.2 and deposited on individual cover slips as 20 µL pellets to cool. Human insulin
powder (Sigma 91077C) was dissolved (30 mg/mL in 0.05 mol/L sodium phosphate pH 11) and
placed adjacent to the pellet. Control crystals for insulin were not grown using previous techniques.
Button dialysis [18] proved more effective with the button containing 20 µL of 30 mg/mL protein
in 0.05 mol/L sodium phosphate pH 11, and the reservoir (around the button) containing excess of
0.25 mol/L sodium phosphate pH 9.2.
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2.4. Ferritin

Mammalian ferritin assembles into a roughly spherical protein that is primarily responsible for
oxidizing soluble ferrous iron into insoluble ferric iron (Fe2+→ Fe3+ is the ferroxidase activity). Ferritin
then stores the insoluble iron in a 270 nm3 cavity that can accommodate up to 4500 iron atoms [19].
Ferritin consists of 24 heterogeneous subunits, each of which can be either a light subunit (FTL –
ferritin light chain) or a heavy subunit (FTH1 – ferritin heavy chain) [20]. FTL and FTH1 subunits are
structurally similar, but FTH1 has increased ferroxidase activity, so that the greater the proportion
of FTH1, the greater the ability of the ferritin assembly to rapidly incorporate iron [21]. Ferritin is
intensively studied for two primary health related reasons. First, ferritin accumulates iron in response
to infection (denying iron to invaders) [22]. Second, ferritin maintains a constant level of soluble iron
(iron homeostasis), which is important in anemia and iron overload defects [23]. In addition to its
direct applications to human health, ferritin’s bio-mineralization and metal accumulation properties
are frequently used as tools in biotechnology applications [24].

Cadmium is required for formation of ferritin crystals. In conventional crystallization, the
cadmium is introduced along with the remaining crystallization chemicals. Since cadmium is very
effective in inducing nucleation of ferritin crystals, this process requires a very fine balance for the
cadmium concentration. If there is too much cadmium, a shower of microcrystals results. If there is
too little, the protein either remains in solution, or grows exceedingly slowly. One consequence of this,
is that for most protocols, much of the protein remains un-crystallized, since the crystallization drop
runs out of cadmium much before it runs out of ferritin protein.

We first used conventional high throughput screening to identify crystallization conditions
for ferritin (cadmium in different concentrations was included in all of our screens). We used
established micro-crystallization protocols [25] using an acoustic screening robot [26] to identify three
conditions that yielded ferritin crystals. We then used gel exclusion to segregate the cadmium from
the remaining crystallization cocktail to identify the optimal crystallization condition for our method
(3.5 mol/L (NH4)2SO4, 100 mmol/L tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (TRIS) pH 7.4, 1 mmol/L
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 50 mmol/L CdSO4. The cadmium was sequestered in a
hydrogel by combining with 2% agarose and heating to 100 ◦C for 5 min.

We initially used a conventional “hanging drop” crystallization strategy, which consisted of a plate
with 24 separate crystallization chambers. The protein + crystallization chemicals + cadmium-agarose
pellet were positioned on the cover-slip. The cadmium-agarose pellet was of approximately equal
size compared to the protein-chemical drop, and was placed on the cover-slips and left to equilibrate
with the reservoir. The protein-chemical drop consisted of 50% ferritin and 50% crystallization
solution. Once we identified an optimal crystallization condition, we began experimenting with
altering the shape of the agar pellet, to further optimize crystallization. We used screw-on cover slips
(because conventional cover slips contain limited real estate for designing different agar pellet shapes
(screw-on cover slips also have the advantage of a plastic boundary that can be used in the shaping
process; EasyXtal® 15-Well from Qiagen). We observed that an extended shape, which minimized the
contact area between the cadmium-pellet and the crystallization solution, was optimal (Figure 1B).
For comparison, control crystals were grown without using agarose.

2.5. Lysozyme Co-Crystallization with Fragment Library

Each chemical from a 48-fragment library was deposited on a cover slip and allowed to dry (10 µL
of 100 mmol/L fragment dissolved in water). Gelled nucleating solution (2% w/v agarose) was heated
to 100 ◦C and combined with 0.4 mol/L benzamidine hydrochloride, 4% sodium chloride, 100 mmol/L
sodium acetate (pH 4.6), 10% glycerol, and 5% ethylene glycol. Then, 20 µL pellets of the gel was
deposited on each cover slip and allowed to cool while in contact with each chemical. Lysozyme
powder (Sigma L6876) was dissolved (30 mg/mL in 100 mmol/L sodium acetate pH 4.6) and placed
adjacent to the agarose pellet. Control crystals were grown with no agarose added, having nucleating
solution added in the liquid state.
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The cover slips containing lysozyme, proteinase, and cubic insulin were placed on a VDX™
hanging drop plate (Hampton HR3-172, Hampton Research, Aliso Viejo, CA, USA), where the reservoir
contained the complete respective crystallization cocktail. Crystallization plates and buttons were
placed on a Leica MZ16 microscope (Leica Camera AG, Wizlar, Germany) equipped with an Olympus
DP72 camera (Olympus, Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan) operated with the cellSens standard (version 1.6,
Olympus, Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan) software. Pictures of the growing crystals were taken automatically
using the process manager at intervals of 150 s (gel exclusion crystals) and 1500 s (control crystals).
Growth rate data were obtained for three gel exclusion crystals and for three control crystals of each
protein, and an overall crystal length “L” was determined for each crystal at each time point as
described in Section 2.2. Cubic insulin crystals moved through the field of view during the growth
process, so a single continuous growth curve could not be produced. Three student researchers
measured the dimensions of each crystal by inspection using Image J software (version 1.51w, NIH,
Bethesda, MD, USA) (the measurements from the three students were then averaged). The crystal
volume was determined using the average x, y, and z dimensions of each crystal, and the cube root of
the crystal volume was used as a measure of the observed length “L” of the crystal at each time point
(Equation (1), Section 3).

3. Results

We observed that all crystals that we tested grew faster using gel exclusion compared to controls
grown using conventional techniques. For both gel exclusion and controls, the crystal size was initially
observed to increase according to a one term asymptotic function but was bounded by an upper limit
that is less than the asymptotic value. Hence, the observed crystal size was empirically fitted to a
two-part equation, where the initial growth follows a simple two-parameter asymptotic Function (1a)
until reaching a maximum size limit, after which crystal size is constant (1b):[

L = Lc
( t

t+τ

)
i f L < Lmax (1a)

L = Lmax i f L > Lmax (1b)

]
(1)

Here L is the predicted length of each side of the crystal, Lc is an adjustable constant that
corresponds to the asymptotic value (length units), t is the time over which crystallization has occurred,
τ is an adjustable constant that corresponds to the time needed for the crystal to reach 1

2 Lc (time
units), and Lmax is an adjustable constant which indicates the upper limit for crystal size (length units,
the point at which all soluble protein has been subsumed into the crystal such that no further growth is
possible). The three adjustable constants were iteratively refined to minimize the discrepancy between
the observed crystal length and the predicted crystal length (Table 1).

Compared to controls, lysozyme crystals grown using gel exclusion grew 4.6 times faster. Also,
when combined with a 48-fragment library, 100% of the gel exclusion lysozyme co-crystals grew,
compared with 38% of the control lysozyme crystals. Proteinase K crystals were also observed to grow
faster using gel exclusion, compared to controls (10.7 times faster).

Cubic insulin is conventionally grown using button dialysis, which involves a laborious setup of
the apparatus. In contrast, our gel exclusion crystallization setup was simple, and resulted in faster
growing crystals (17.1 times faster).

Growing ferritin crystals requires a prolonged period of time to grow using conventional methods,
particularly for iron containing ferritin. Using gel exclusion, we were able to grow large well diffracting
ferritin crystals overnight. These crystals diffracted to higher resolution than any iron containing
ferritin crystal in the protein data bank (PDB), 1.43 Å, compared to 2.22 Å; our best control crystal had
a resolution of 2.54 Å. The highest resolution for iron containing equine ferritin in the PDB is 2.2 Å,
which is comparable to our best control crystals at 2.5 Å. Data to 2.0 Å have been recorded from iron
containing ferritin crystals grown under high magnetic fields but were not deposited in the PDB [27].
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Table 1. Refined curve fitting parameters for crystal growth curves.

Lysozyme: Gel Exclusion Hanging Drop

Time step (s) 150 1500
Tau (h) 0.57 ± 0.02 2.66 ± 0.48

Lmax (µm) 512 ± 49 427 ± 71
Lc (µm) 605 ± 58 505 ± 84

Residual (%) 2.04% ± 0.36% 2.55% ± 0.56%

Proteinase K: Gel Exclusion Hanging Drop

Time step (s) 120 600
Tau (h) 1.01 ± 0.24 16.16 ± 2.60

Lmax (µm) 363 ± 81 361 ± 31
Lc (µm) 430 ± 21 534 ± 46

Residual (%) 5.66% ± 0.82% 2.80% ± 0.06%

Cubic insulin: Gel Exclusion Hanging Drop

Time step (s) 150 1500
Tau (h) 3.30 ± 0.00 56.33 ± 5.18

Lmax (µm) 222 ± 16 86 ± 10
Lc (µm) 555 ± 40 214 ± 25

Residual (%) 3.14% ± 0.63% 4.92% ± 1.97%

3.1. Lysozyme

Lysozyme crystals grew much faster using gel exclusion compared to controls. Crystals’ growth
using gel exclusion and controls had similar crystal habits, though the gel exclusion crystals tended to
exhibit a less elongated crystal habit (Figure 2). The growth constants τ, Lc, and Lmax (Equation (1)) for
each of the three crystals grown using gel exclusion, and for each of the three crystals grown using
conventional methods, are shown in Table 1. For visual illustration, we also fitted growth curves to
the overall data obtained by averaging the lengths of all three crystals grown using gel exclusion and
compared to the overall growth curve from the control crystals (Figure 1 inset).
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3.2. Proteinase K

Proteinase K crystals also grew much faster using gel exclusion compared to controls. Crystal
growth using gel exclusion and controls led to virtually identical crystal habits (Figure 3), and the
fitted parameters are shown in Table 1. As in Section 2.1, overall growth rates were also determined by
averaging the sizes of the three crystals grown using gel exclusion and the three controls (Figure 3 inset).
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3.3. Cubic Insulin

Gel exclusion proved to be a simple alternative to button dialysis, with many of the same benefits,
but with a much simpler experimental setup. Cubic insulin crystals grown using both methods had
identical habits. As previously, crystal growth was greatly accelerated using gel exclusion (average
values in Table 1; continuous growth curves could not be generated due to crystal movement).

3.4. Ferritin

Using gel exclusion to sequester cadmium to fine-tune crystallization of ferritin yielded well
diffracting crystals that grew in a few hours. As mentioned in Section 2.4, we noticed that there was a
correlation between the shape of the cadmium pellet and the quality of the crystals that grew in that
crystallization drop. After exploring many different shapes for the cadmium pellet, we observed that
the optimum shape was a “comma” shape. The crystals that resulted from this improved procedure
had a better, more symmetric crystal habit, and yielded improved diffraction quality.

Once we chose an optimal crystallization strategy (Section 2.4), we obtained an X-ray diffraction
data set (Figure 4). Diffraction data were measured at the National Synchrotron Light Source II
(NSLS II) beamline 17-ID-1 (AMX) and processed with XDS (version January 2018, MPI, Heidelberg,
Germany) [28]. Data were further processed using CTRUNCATE in the CCP4i suite (version 0.8.9,
CCP4, Oxon, UK) [29]. Structures were obtained by molecular substitution from published models and
refined using REFMAC (v0.8.9, CCP4, Oxon, UK) [30] and ArpWarp [31] (version 7, EMBL, Hamburg,
Germany) (starting models 1IER [32]). Structures were visually inspected using coot (version 0.8.9,
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CCP4, Oxon, UK) [33]. The quality of these crystals was a significant improvement compared to
the best crystals grown using conventional crystallization strategies (Table 2; PDB accession code
6MSX). We conclude that our proposed three-state crystallization strategy (with three distinct chemical
environments in the hanging drop, the agar pellet, and the reservoir) allowed us to fine-tune the
crystallogenesis of ferritin, yielding faster growing and higher quality crystals.
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Figure 4. High quality crystals grown in 12 h yield accurate electron density for ferritin. Electron
density is contoured at 3σ (2fo–fc). Three residues are shown, the remainder of the ferritin is represented
as a helix ribbon (6MSX).

Table 2. Data reduction and structure refinement statistics.

Protein Ferritin Lysozyme Lysozyme Lysozyme

Fragment n/a 3-amino- Picolinic Eosin Y/
Phenol acid Trp62

Resolution (Å) 1.43 (1.47) 1.35 (1.39) 1.23 (1.26) 1.56 (1.60)
Rmerge (%) 11.6 (407) 7.0 (74.7) 6.7 (53.0) 9.0 (69.4)

CC1/2 100.0 (49.9) 99.5 (84.6) 99.4 (82.4) 99.5 (77.7)
<I/σ(I)> 31.81 (1.17) 21.9 (3.2) 17.4(2.3) 17.8 (3.1)

Multiplicity 138.2 (48.9) 12.8 (11.3) 8.1 (5.5) 12.8 (11.2)
Unique reflections 47,743 27,063 (1906) 32,856 (1997) 17,660 (1235)
Completeness (%) 100.0 (100.0) 99.7 (96.0) 97.3 (83.1) 99.7 (96.3)

Rwork (%) 15.71 15.75 17.62 17.44
Rfree (%) 17.17 18.59 19.91 21.16

R.M.S. bond (Å) 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02
rms angles (◦) 2.65 2.53 2.51 1.83
Mean B (Å2) 30 19 19 26

Mean ligand B (Å2) n/a 17 30 38
Figure 4 6a 6b 6c

PDB code 6MSX 6MX9 n/a n/a

3.5. Lysozyme Co-Crystallization with Fragment Library

We originally designed the gel exclusion method as a convenience to easily generate crystals for
applications that require rapid crystal growth, such as educational courses and benchmarking the
performance of diffraction instrumentation. However, during testing we observed that gel exclusion
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was a robust crystallization technique that reliably yielded crystals even when mistakes were made
during the crystallization setup. To test the usefulness of this observation, we co-crystallized lysozyme
with 48 chemical fragments using gel exclusion and compared this to crystals generated using
conventional hanging drop. Using gel exclusion, we observed lysozyme crystals in all 48 fragment
screens (Figure 5, top), compared to 26 in the 48-control screen (Figure 5, bottom).
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Figure 5. Co-crystallization of lysozyme with 48 fragments (gel exclusion on left, control on right).
Green dots indicate large crystals, yellow dots indicate small crystals, orange dots indicate possible
crystals, and red dots indicate no crystals). Gel exclusion co-crystallization yielded 48 crystals out of
48 screens, compared to 26 using conventional hanging drop (detailed description of fragment library
in Supplementary materials section 1).
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We obtained diffraction data from crystals drawn from all 48 gel exclusion screens. Diffraction
data were measured and processed, and structures were solved, as described in Section 2.5 (starting
models 4N8Z; [34]). Inspection of the structures revealed that three of the fragments tested induced
observable changes in the electron density, 3-aminophenol, picolinic acid, and eosin Y (Figure 6A–C
respectively). One observed ligand (3-aminophenol) was deposited in the PDB (6MX9).
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Figure 6. Electron density indicated that 3 out of 48 fragments perturbed the lysozyme starting model.
Two of these were observed bound to the protein, (A) 3-aminophenol and (B) picolinic acid. (C) The
third induced oxidation of tryptophan 62 (eosin Y) (C). Figure (C) depicts a tryptophan residue with
an open ring and a changed confirmation (observed in the presence of eosin Y) [35]. Omit difference
electron density is contoured at 3σ (A) or 2σ (B,C). Since picolinic acid resembles a crystallization
component, (B) was re-crystallized without benzamidine.

4. Discussion

As discussed earlier, agar exclusion is a useful strategy for applications that require fast
crystallization, such as educational applications and generating test crystals to test diffraction
equipment. There are also safety advantages to sequestering toxic chemicals inside of an agar pellet
(such as cadmium sulfate used to nucleate ferritin crystals), and further advantages in work flow
compared to awkward crystallization setups such as button diffusion. In the case of ferritin, crystals not
only grew very quickly, but yielded higher resolution data than conventionally grown crystals. High
resolution data can improve the accuracy of ferritin models deduced from the diffraction (for example,
we used the diffraction data to estimate the iron content inside the ferritin cavity using an iterative
density modification and phase refinement procedure that is sensitive to data and model quality [36]).
The integrated total number of iron atoms inside of the ferritin cavity was deduced to be 835 ± 22,
starting from 20 models with very different initial average cavity density. This number is similar to a
previously reported estimate of 800 Fe/molecule for native equine ferritin (measured using atomic
absorption spectrophotometry [37,38]). All of these advantages are incremental conveniences that
improve experimental timing, work flow, or quality—but do not potentiate new science that would
otherwise not be possible.

The 100% co-crystallization rate for lysozyme with 48 fragments suggests that agar exclusion may
be a robust approach to fragment screening. The fact that none of the three fragments that induced
observable perturbations to the protein structure yielded crystals in the conventional hanging drop
screens begs the question of whether fragments that interact with the protein surface are more likely to
interfere in the crystallization process, compared to fragments that do not interact with the protein
surface. This would be particularly important because it would imply that the miss rate for fragment
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screening is exaggerated because useful fragments are especially likely to interfere in co-crystallization.
We can use the hypergeometric distribution to calculate that there is a 9% probability of observing
0 perturbations in the electron density from the set of 26 co-crystals that did grow in the control set,
and observing 3 perturbations in the electron density from the set of 22 co-crystals that did not grow
in the control set, if failure to co-crystallize and perturbation of the electron density are independent
variables (see supplemental section 2). Hence, we conclude that lysozyme co-crystals are less likely to
form in the presence of chemicals that perturb the structure of lysozyme, compared to chemicals that
do not perturb the structure of lysozyme.

5. Conclusions

We found simple and effective partitions of the crystallization cocktail for four test proteins,
with some of the chemicals sequestered in an agar pellet and some present in the protein drop.
We observed that this gel exclusion approach yielded large well diffracting crystals far more rapidly
than conventional crystallization. In the case of ferritin, crystals grown using gel exclusion were of
higher quality than comparable crystals grown using hanging drop, and also of higher quality than iron
containing crystals in the protein data bank. In the case of lysozyme, we observed that co-crystallization
with a fragment library was more robust with agar exclusion compared to conventional hanging drop
techniques. Notably, none of the three fragments that were observed to perturb the lysozyme structure
resulted in crystals when co-crystallized using conventional hanging drop methods. We conclude that,
in the case of proteins that are available in high quantities, agar exclusion is a promising technique for
rapidly growing robust protein crystals.
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